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About This Content

Leatherface’s insatiable hunger has led him to many strange places. Not long ago he walked through a glowing, spinning purple
doorway and found himself in a new world. In it, a host of peculiar new beings to try. With his chainsaw in tow, Leatherface

now spends his days slaughtering those great warriors who dare stand in his path.
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Title: Leatherface
Genre: Action
Developer:
NetherRealm Studios, High Voltage Software, QLOC
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 36 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Polish,Russian,German
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This game is more about solving annoying climbing puzzles than shooting stupid enemies, but both climbing and action parts
here are sad failure. To tell the truth everything about this game is a failure. The narrative is handled terribly, it's cheap and
tasteless. The characters are cardboard and the story is a complete cliche. The visuals are mediocre at best and the animation is a
bum.
The only attractive thing about this game is that it takes place in the fiction american steampunk world, but unfortunately there's
not much to explore, the levels lack details, the world lacks history, and in general it strongly feels like this game has been based
on some amateur comic book intended for ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ kids. Nothing to catch here.. This game is okay if you have a friend
or two to play against with
Though I have to warn you that the developer is a bit lazy and he is currently taking a break from programming =(
so don't expect any new updates and other fancy stuff

But this is a damn good strategy game, go for it if you are really into strategy games
. Space Wars is an extremely fun scrolling shooter with a retro twist. It's well designed, challenging and fun all at the same time.
Excited to play more and looking forward to further releases of levels by the game designer!. Some of the most beautiful pixel
graphics i have ever seen in a game before.

And its for a Bud Spencer and Terence Hill fighting game!

Never in my wildest dream would i ever imagine that i would belive i would see this one day.

. I've played for maybe 10 minutes.

Looks very good.
Plays well.
Sounds good.

The enemies are too aggressive during the tutorial stage. Dude is trying to tell me what to do and I cant concentrate on what he is
saying because the enemies are climbing in and I have to keep killing them. Its also hard to kill them when the other NPC is
standing in the way, so I cant see them all that well.

So currently I cannot survive long enough to hit the red bar. I will keep trying. I like this game so far.

The trailer that you can't skip is annoying though.
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first thing i notice a problem with is how short and rushed the teaching vids are, how tf do you learn a complex building system
from vids that are 18-22ish sec long. the game looks promising, i see something where we can prototype battlebots and maybe
fight them or make robots that react to the enviroment the meet a goal. i know its very early access and those are end game ideas
so i welcome the devs to comment so this can be something great. Byte Driver does everything it says it wants to on the tin.
Crazy arcade car racing with lasers and frantic speeds . It uses minimalistic graphics and a lovely soundtrack to go along with the
out there style of game play.

PROS:
Accessibility Options if you hate the screenshake, or the colors get to you. Various other options I didn't test as well that I don't
want to confirm but probably work.

Boss Fights, Yea I wasn't expecting bosses. Quite fun!

The controls work really well on a controller, and with the mouse. I had no issues playing either way.

CONS:
I could only find the control scheme in the tutorial and it's a cut scene so you need to read fast.

You can't change the controls at all.

It uses the dial up modem noise.

---
All in all. It's a nice and hard retro style racing game. Certainly worth it, and very fun. Also, the soundtrack is worth the extra
money.. D I S L I K E. Sky Tower is the best app for watching videos on Vive for me as far as watching Youtube. Certainly the
best Youtube app I ever experience. You got a HUGE screen size in front of you and you can be seated or standing up if you
prefer. You can reset your position. The quality of the videos is impressive. The navigation of the menus is ABSOLUTELY
without a doubt my favorite things about the app, utilizing the controller's inputs to its best. The laser pointer makes thing easy.
The back button, scrolling and a simple button to make the UI disappeared....everything about the app seems to be designed and
giving a great deal of thought. If i design my own Youtube app, I envisioned that I would have done the same thing with the UI.
It's very intuitive to use and very friendly. Now, I love the little cabin...it sets a tone for relaxation. The fire and the ambient
noise is pretty cool. The texture quality of the cabin and the objects look very realistic. I absolutely have no negative to say
about this app.

I hope they add more environments in the future though. Maybe a beach setting with people walking by? Birds flying? Beautiful
girls? A living room environment? A theater environment? Also, I would like to request to be able to watch Netflix on it.
Youtube and Netflix is all I need...and maybe your own personal videos from the PC. I highly recommend this app for those that
like watching Youtube.. Villagers != Banished. Both titles are various games but theme is this same... City builder in early
medieval... For me game is harder than Banished so i had more fun. Different types of maps... River, swamp ( you can see this
in Banished). Very Very good screen capture program! Many of useful feature and smooth recording!. Edit: As of the last year
or so, Blackjacket has more or less abandoned this game, which is a shame. Multiplayer is difficult to find if not nonexistent.
While you can still technically play it with bots for a lot of people it isn't as fun. I will leave my review as stands because despite
the tragedy of it being abandoned I still adore this game, and really wish that it can either be picked back up or that another
game developer makes a similar style game. This is a warning to anybody expecting to try and buy the game now; if you are
looking for multiplayer, you will be disappointed.

Metal Drift is honestly a jewel amidst broken glass; a diamond in the rough. There are too few games of its caliber out in the
general PC world anymore, and most are either too expensive, too limited in what they can provide, or too broken to even be
worth playing, usually any number of the three mixed together.

The general synopsis: Metal Drift is what I like to call Soccer with Tanks and Lasers. You're given two teams; one blue,
Athalon, and one red, Triax; and a ball in the center of the map. Players grab the ball and try to take it to the enemy's base to
goal...only it's not that simple. Players can die and explode into bits and pieces, some players can be sneaky and use power-ups
to one-side you. As you play the game, you level up your skills and unlock different weapons and skills; from the starter auto-
repair and basic blaster, to the all-powerful shock cannon and teleportation ability, there is a guarantee that there will be a
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specific ability and weapon combo that will fit your playstyle.

Now, the pros and cons:

Pros:

+ Great narration\/voice actor for narrating
+ Awesome gameplay
+ Great level variety
+ Good graphics without the cost of a high pc; my craptop could run this smoothly at 4 years old.

Cons:

- AI has a tendency to gang up on you if you're closer than the bot with the ball
- A very tiny playerbase...save for private communities there isn't much in the way of a playerbase.

This game NEEDS to be more popular. It is amazing, fun, and engrossing. The fact that it looks like a really good game that
easily trumps any full-price game of its caliber currently on the market, and costs much less as well, should make it a very
popular title. It's sad that nobody plays this besides the few private groups out there, and there needs to be more players. I
DEFINITELY, beyond a doubt, recommend this game to any passersby, just because of how fun it is.

-Kerian. CANT SAVE GAME VERY BAD. Endless Legend already is an excellent game in it's base form. I have to admit that
I haven't played it as much as I've wanted due to time restrains but that will definitely change now with this expansion. Sure it
only adds two things to the game:

1) A major faction called the Forgotten which I'm still trying to figure out how to play. And since they do not produce
any science, being science phobics, they can only gain techs in two ways. Either buy them for dust, which already is in
high demand needed for the usual stuff like upgrading units and such. Or steal them from other major factions using
the new . . .

2) Espionage system! Which is simply the best implementation of such kind in any turnbased game I've ever played in
my 30+ years of gaming. You can spy on the other factions, knowing what your enemies-to-be are building and where
they move their troops is very useful and enables you to adapt accordingly. You can even sabotage their cities in a
number of ways, like hindering production or damaging fortifications. Or even pillage resource extractors and villages
for some quick loot and disabling them for their owners for a number of turns. But remember, what you can do to
them, they can do to you too. So being the neighbourhood bully suddenly became much more dangerous even when
playing against AI's only.

How this will affect all humans multiplayer sessions I can only speculate at this moment but odds are things will
become pretty interesting. A definite thumbs up and recommended buy.
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